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Abstract
Purpose: Description of a non-operative technique for

bar discectomy/decompression, and in the following

the repair of cerebrospinal (CSF) dural leaks after

days developed leakage of clear CSF fluid in their

lumbar spine surgery.

surgical wounds. They were treated by means of
stitched pads to their wounds, creating continuous

Methods: Two patients, thirty-nine and seventy-six

external compression reducing the dead space for the

years old respectively, were previously operated of lum-

CSF to get in.
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Results: After, one and two weeks respectively and no

conservative or surgical repair. Conservative treatment

evidence of leakage the sutures were removed. The

is mainly based on bed rest, local compression by

patients were reviewed at 3 and 6-months post

padded dressings, sometimes in Trendelenburg position,

operation, where no clinical evidence of dural leaks was

periodical checking of the wound and antibiotic therapy

found and in one the MRI confirm their absence. At the

to prevent infection [8, 9]. Others prefer different

end, the patients were asymptomatic of their original

measures like blood patches or continuous aspiration

lumbar complaint.

[10]. Most spinal surgeons nowadays choose direct
surgical repair [11]. However, for the patient means a

Conclusion: An alternative simple technique that

new major operation, sometimes not very successful

avoids the necessity of reoperation in the case of post-

[12]. A dural leak will only cause a problem if there is a

operative dural tears.

dead space for the fluid to flow into. The use of a firm
compression pad, enhanced by Charnley sponges or a

Keywords: CSF Dural Leaks; Dural Tears; Pseudo-

gauze pad with a suture through the deep fascia to

Meningocele; Continuous Bed Rest; Surgical Wound;

provide continuous firm pressure on the dressing after

Stitching Pads; Continuous External Compression

operation will close the dead space and will prevent
fluid escaping. We describe a simple surgical technique

1. Introduction

that consist of anchoring 4 to 6 stitches 2 cm parallel to

Incidental dural tears and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)

each side of the surgical wound into the sub-fascial

leaks are one of the most common intraoperative

plane (Figure 1). Once anchored, tying the knots over a

complications in lumbar spine surgery [1-7]. In the case

pad like a roll of gauze (Figure 2), will secure a stable

of awareness of a leak in the operating room, most

continuous compression of the area of the leak. and

surgeons recommend immediate repair. Tiny tears may

close any dead space following a spinal procedure

often be missed and could manifest days or weeks after

where a dural leak has occurred or it is suspected.

the operation. In those cases, there is controversy about
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Figure 1: Charnley Sponges.

Figure 2: Demonstration of the technique: A gauze-roll of a 5cm diameter by 20 cm length gauze was attached to
the skin by means of transcutaneous stitches inserted deep into the sub-facial plane, closing the dead space. Image
courtesy of Elloboiberico.com.

2. Case Report

using Charnley sponges with four deep sub-fascial

2.1 Case number 1

nylon sutures (Figure 3). When assessed six hours after

A thirty-nine-year-old woman who had had a partial

the procedure her headache has ceased and against

laminectomy for a disc herniation two weeks previously

nursing advice has walked herself out of bed. Following

presented to the Accident and Emergency department

the above, the patient was in bedrest for three days.

with a severe headache and clear fluid leaking from her

Then on the absence of CSF leakage, she was

surgical wound, identified as CSF. After admission to

discharged home taken oral antibiotics with the stitched

the Hospital, under local anaesthetic a firm gauze pad

pressure dressing in place. At one week at the

was placed onto the wound and firmly compressed

outpatient’s follow-up there was no clinical evidence of
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CSF leakage, then the deep sutures and the pads were

patient was placed in bed rest in supine position with

removed. At three months follow-up there was no

local padded dressings in the site of the lump. After 4

clinical evidence of CSF leakage or fluid collection

days and in the view of no improvement, he was taken

around the area of the wound. The symptoms leading to

to the operating room. A roll of a 5cm diameter by 20

her original laminectomy have ceased.

cm length gauze was attached to the skin by means of 6
mattress stitches inserted deep into the sub-fascial plane,

2.2 Case number 2

closing the dead space. The following days, gradually

Three weeks after a two-level lumbar decompression, a

the volume of the leakage reduced until the area became

seventy-six-year-old man presented himself at the

dry. At two weeks, the sutures were removed. By then

Accident and Emergency department. He has developed

the wound was healed with no evidence of palpable

a lump in the operated site that was by mistake treated

lump or CSF leakage. The patient was discharged home

as a hematoma by means of draining it by a small

letting with no postural or mobility restrictions. Six

puncture with a scalpel. The drainage caused a

months after, an MRI showed the disappearance of the

permanent spontaneous leakage of CSF. The patient was

CSF collection (Figure 5). The patient was again seen

then immediately admitted to hospital. At the time of

in the out-patients at 9 months without evidence of local

admission, he had no temperature, no headache or any

fluid collection. By then his original symptoms were

another neurological symptom. An MRI taken the next

relieved without the need of reopening the operated site.

day showed a large fluid collection in the paravertebral
soft tissues at L4-L5 and L5-S1 levels (Figure 4). The

Figure 3: A firm gauze pad placed onto the wound and firmly compressed using Charnley sponges with four deep
sub-fascial nylon sutures.
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Figure 4a and 4b: Three weeks postoperative MRI. STIR and T2 weighted images obtained weeks after surgery
showed abnormal fluid collection in paravertebral soft tissues at L4-L5 and L5-S1 levels.

Figure 5a and 5b: MRI 6 months after the surgery. STIR and T2 weighted images at the same level obtained 6
months after surgery showed no evidence of cerebrospinal fluid leaks.

3. Discussion

bears the usual complications of continuous bed rest,

When a dural leak is detected in the postoperative

such as pressure sores or increased risk of thromboem-

period, the primary option is non-operative postural

bolic episodes [13]. Many patients do not tolerate a pro-

treatment by means of continuous bedrest in supine

longed static position and some of them do not comply.

position pressing onto a well-padded wound creating

It is unrealistic to expect that bedrest alone, will main-

external compression. The above reduces the space

tain the continuous pressure that allows a dural defect to

filled by CSF, created between the dura and the wound,

heal, as patients naturally reposition themselves in the

therefore avoiding leakage. However, it has the incon-

bed, and need to tend their necessities, even with high

venience that sometimes it is not always effective and

standard nursing care. If the above postural treatment
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fails, there is no consensus regarding the goal standard
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